
“Stormalong” 
Spelling: Vocabulary: 

1. wait *Bonus Words* 1. memorable- interesting and worth remembering 
2. weight 1. addition 2. horrified- shocked and scared 
3. heard 2. subtraction 3. outcast- a person who has been rejected by a group 
4. herd 4. shortage- a lack of something that is needed 
5. days 5. seafaring- traveling by or working at sea 
6. daze 6. tidal- having to do with the ocean and its tides 
7. heel 7. foaming- bubbling up on top of the water 
8. heal 8. condition- the way someone or something is 
9. peak 9. betrayed- hurt by someone or something that had once been loyal or useful 
10. peek 10. yearning- a feeling of wanting something very badly 
11. sent 
12. cent 
13. scent 
14. feet 
15. feat 
16. vain Student’s Name: _____________________________ 
17. vane 
18. vein Parent’s Signature: ___________________________ 
19. miner *2 points Extra Credit if Returned & Signed on October 5th* 
20. minor 

***Spelling & Vocabulary test will be on Friday October 5th*** 
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